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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
hoka ni ningyou nara
gouka na ko mo ita kedo
RIBON hitotsu
kazatta anata wo eranda

kodou wakeru you ni
dakishimete nemutta no
yume ya himitsu  katatte
issho ni sora wo miteta

mienai hane ni
tsutsumareta toshitsuki

BIANKA BIANKA
anata to watashi wa kokoro musubu futagotachi
PARO-RE PARO-RE
chiisa na oshaberi
wasurezu ni itai zutto

koi ni kizutsuku tabi
fuku no iro wo kaeta no
soshite shiroi SHIFON no
hanayomeishou kiseru

ano hito no koto
uchiaketa sono toki

BIANKA BIANKA
itsuka MAMA ni nari  hiza de nemuru onnanoko
BIANKA BIANKA
anata no na de yobu
omoide wo tsunagi  sotto

BIANKA BIANKA
toki no usuyami de  watashi dake ga toshi wo toru
BIANKA BIANKA
anata no hitomi wa mata fukaku naru no

BIANKA BIANKA
anata to watashi wa  kokoro musubu futagotachi
PARO-RE PARO-RE
chiisa na oshaberi
wasurezu ni itai
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==English==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
When it comes to dolls
You were such an extravagant one,
Adorned with a single ribbon,
I chose you

As if differentiating between the beats
Embraced in sleep,
I distinguished the secrets of your dreams
As we looked at the sky together

The years engulfed 
In invisible wings



Bianca  Bianca
You and I are twins connected at the heart
Parole  Parole
I want to forget it all
In small talk

In the strenuous journey of love
The colour of my clothes were exchanged
Eventually for that of the white chiffon
Of a wedding dress

That time 
I opened my heart to that person

Bianca  Bianca
Someday I'll be a mama with a little girl sleeping in my lap
Bianca  Bianca
I call out your name
Connected by feelings, forever

Bianca  Bianca
In the dim glow of time, I am the only one growing older
Bianca  Bianca
Your eyes are becoming deep again

Bianca  Bianca
You and I are twins connected at the heart
Parole  Parole
I want to forget it all
In small talk
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